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 Plot, Part One.

	Part One of the Plot deals with two settings.  They are:

Setting.002	Three Rivers Washington
Setting.003	Reno, Nevada


Overview

	The Plot starts with a visit to the Three Rivers Washington area, near where Richlands used 
to be.

	The Richlands Washington Area is home to one of the nastiest toxic waste sites in the 
Continental United States.  When attempts to clean up the mess resulted in the resignation of the 
initial specialist hired to do the job, the government and interested corps decided just to deposit more 
waste.

	The complex toxic nuclear waste in the Three Rivers area resists sorcery with a base target 
number of 15.  When mixed with polymerized silicon (i.e. glass that has been technologically 
manipulated to make it more complex in a way that makes it sorcery resistant without other 
significant noticable changes) it resists sorcery with a base target number of 21.

	Farms-Bennet in partnership with Zenith-Zeos has a contract with the elves to clean up the 
polluted mess by imbedding the waste in sheets of polymerized silicon and pawning it off on 
Renraku America.  The partnership is marketting the sheets as substrata for sorcery resistent armor 
through Renraku in Seattle and under their own brand name in Coos Bay.  

	Only about 5% of the raw materials sent to Seattle work out for this primary purpose.  
Renraku has been making low-cost sleep bins from the material that proves out to be unfit for other 
uses.  The dwarves have been strengthening their fortifications with the unfit materials (it makes 
good sand for concrete).

	Renraku has been hearing nasty rumors about its sorcery resistant glass.  Since over 95% of 
the substrata proves out to be unfit for specialized uses, Renraku has been remaindering it.

	 The worthless substrat is remaindered to Renraku Bronze (known as R-Bronze) Products, 
Inc. (a Renraku affilliate).  (the polymerization process tends to create unworkable crystals that can 
be melted into glass slabs).  

	R-Bronze takes the remainders, bought at prices less than cleaned sand, and melts them 
down.  The remainders are then recast and made into hives of 4'x4'x8' sleep bins in a charitable 
outreach project co-funded and directed by The Universal Brotherhood.  R-Bronze is a major 
sub-contractor on this project by means of a UB member who is a vice president there.

	These hives are stacked in the slums and rented for 10 nuyen a night (insert credstick, door opens, climb inside and door seals until you open it or 9:00 A.M. comes around).

	Several hackers have noted that the cred-stick portals remain open even after the sleep bin 
is rented.  The sub-systems don't lead anywhere and the money transfer is a hardwired one way 
system, but it is an interesting quirk.

	RA has gotten nervous about the entire matter.


Hook for Team

	Team is hired by Mr. Johnson to sign on as workers for R-Bronze to find out what is going 
on in Three Rivers.

	In Three Rivers they find the project adminstered by elves.  The elves treat the workers like 
slaves, transfering some to private domains, using them for various work and non-work purposes.

	The team also discovers the toxic waste base for the sand.

	Some team members (or their friends) are transfered to Reno (as punishment) or are awarded 
Reno passes (as a privilege for good work).


Reno, Nevada

	Parlayed into fame as a land of magic, mystery, beauty and exploration, Reno, Nevada is both 
a hell and a paradise.

	High performing teams from the Three Rivers get trips to the reviatalized Elven Reno.  There 
they meet co-workers enslaved in brothels, etc.

	Troublemakers get to go to Reno as slaves.


Seattle Washington 

	Renraku's Armor product is worth its high price.  However, the 95% waste remainders are 
dangerously unstable (and have 90 times the toxic and radioactive waste products that the prime 
material has).  Someone has sold Renraku a good product as an excuse to also ship them the bad.  

	The bad is very bad.

	The percentage of bad yeild is scheduled to go up to 100%.  The sleep bins are reporting 
some sickness and some undiagnosed burns (radioactives), though injured persons seem to take sick, 
get healed by the UB, and then move.

	A suit would conclude that R-Bronze needs to be cut off as R-Lead was a while back.
 
Sidelights

	A sleep bin can be opened through the cred-stick portal.  That is a Red 4 task -- except that 
there is a back door to the system that requires a simple pass key and that is a Blue 1 task with the 
key.  The Brotherhood designed the system and the back door.

	Reno is the snuff center of the rich and famous.

	Over half of the workers going out to Three Rivers are not coming back.  Less than 5% are 
going to Reno, most of the rest seem to be being sold as serfs/slaves to other domains.


Sample use


Characters contacted by Mr. Johnson

Characters attempt to sign on, discover that 
employment screening is minimal -- everyone
is being taken.

Characters arrive in Three Rivers.

Characters are screened.

Those who can do work, are assigned work.
Those who fail their target number tests,
are made into slaves/serfs.

Deckers discover background information
and the "secret ingredient."  Also discover
the intended change in delivery amounts.

Characters discover the Reno, Nevada hook.

Characters go to Reno -- some as a reward,
some as slaves.

Characters re-unite in Reno, flee to Denver.

Characters return and report to Mr. Johnson. 

Characters tie off some loose ends.

Find fixer/fence and lay low for awhile.

